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Fortnite brought a ton of innovations to the battle royale genre, with one of the most notable being the
popularization of the Battle Pass system. The Battle Pass serves as a way for players to earn rewards by playing
the game, with each new season's pass bringing unique cosmetics and characters. However, Battle Passes
weren't introduced until Fortnite's second season. Before Battle Passes and crossover characters, Fortnite's first
season of content could be bought with in-game currency at the Season Shop.
The ever-popular battle royale title is in the final weeks of not only its Season 8, but its second chapter
altogether. With Fortnite's "Cubed" season literally coming to an apex point in the form of The Convergence,
Chapter 2 is set to go out with a bang. The Chapter 2 finale, "The End" recently revealed its start time and end
date, which is supposed to extinguish all lifeforms. Whether or not that happens, at least one animal will be
found in the aftermath.
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We can expect a variety of new Pokemon changes as they migrate worldwide, and new egg spawns for the
Season of Heritage. All players can find new Pokemon spawns, Cities, Forest, Mountains, new bodies of Water,
the Northern Hemisphere, and the Southern Hemisphere.
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Fortnite’s biggest event and update to date probably came at the end of Fortnite Chapter 1, when the game
began its second part. While seasonal updates come and go, Chapter 2 marked a massive change in how Fortnite
played alongside its branding and even esports. Fortnite is currently wrapping up its 8th season of the second
chapter.
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The highlight of today's shop inventory is probably the Cyber Infiltration Pack. This bundle of three anime-style
heroes only comes around every few months and brings with it a rare cel-shaded style that only a small handful
of Fortnite skins have ever been given. The pack is only sold as a bundle, but unlike many such bundles, it can be
purchased using your already exisiting V-Bucks balance, so you don't need to throw down any extra cash if you
already have the 2,200 V-Bucks asking price. Here's everything in the Cyber Infiltration Pack:
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"We want more, we want everyone to know this metaverse is bigger than what it seems. There's so much to
learn and so [many ways] people can get involved in it.
A reputable Fortnite leaker and dataminer reveals the battle royale title will be adding a new type of animal for
its Chapter 3.
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The big changes to how Fortnite works are great fun for players and fans. However, seasonal changes could
mean big things for esports too. Chapter 1 of Fortnite for esports was very much a testing ground. Even into its
final seasons and the Fortnite World Cup, it seemed like Epic were still just throwing money at Fortnite and
trying to figure out a format that worked. In Chapter 2, they found one.
"It is a little bit difficult at the beginning but people like the idea of it and just how cute it is, especially with the
kiwis they get to see."
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Idling is the act of having a bot “play” a Steam game for you when you’re not actually present, in order to
accumulate time spent with the title and unlock trading cards. These can of course be traded, but they can also
be sold for real money on the Steam marketplace. Idling is mining strategy by which some less-than-honest folks
gather cards to be sold, and it seems to have given Capcom Arcade Stadium a serious boost.
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That’s made clear by Valve’s Steam Deck FAQ, published for partners looking to bring their games to the PC
portable. Valve gives a definitive answer under the question, “Would Valve be interested in having any Steam
Deck exclusive titles?” Its response: “No, that doesn’t make much sense to us. It’s a PC and it should just play
games like a PC.” There’s no ambiguity there, and Valve is correct — portable or not, the Steam Deck is just a
PC at the end of the day.
Epic aren’t likely to be throwing the FNCS format away any time soon, or the Cash Cups. This system allows
players, both pro and aspiring, to play a truly open esports event. There is a low barrier to entry and we get the
widest field possible. This has meant for some tense and exciting finals, but also a system that encourages new
players to come into the game. However, there are some big things missing which Chapter 3 could deliver on:
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The map Is probably the single biggest and most important change coming with the new season. That’s unless
you only play Fortnite to watch for the Default’s fashion choices. Fortnite is rare amongst Battle Royales in how
it treats its map. Unlike Warzone, Apex, and PUBG, there’s no multiple maps going on here. Fortnite has one
map at a time. No matter how much the community wanted to revisit Chapter 1, Epic have kept it locked in their
vault. We can definitely expect a fresh one for Chapter 3. This new map will probably be a different shape,
layout and with different POIs.
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Rumours at the moment point part toward a large landmass with smaller themed islands around it. This is an
interesting design, and has been mocked up as this based on the rumours:
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Those are some of the changes we can probably expect at the Fortnite chapter 3 release date. Although, one
major change is worth delving into with more depth:
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Pokemon Go announced yesterday that the next season for the mobile game would be called Season of Heritage.
Beyond the illustration looking similar to the upcoming Pokemon Legends: Arceus game, little was shared about
the game and upcoming tasks and rewards players would earn by participating in it. Today, we receive a full
website breaking down the many monthly rewards, Timed Research, and upcoming Pokemon Go Tour: Johto
set to arrive in February.
Zen Creative led the development of the New Zealand area because it wanted to ensure the country was
represented correctly, with the others involved not from Aotearoa, R-leeo said.
Square Enix has not specified the specific issue in question that was referenced in the post on the official
Marvel’s Avengers Twitter page. The update features a new raid called Klaw Raid: Discordant Sound, the
Shipments feature, a Power-Level Increase, and an update to Gear Upgrading.
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Xbox unveiled the official launch trailer for Halo Infinite on Tuesday ahead of the game’s full launch on
December 8. The trailer focused heavily on Infinite’s campaign, featuring a sizzle reel of the Master Chief
fighting against the Banished to avert galactic catastrophe.
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The Guava Fort first appeared as a response to the arrival of the Cube Queen and her influence on the strange
structures in the center of the map. It seems pretty clear that it will act as a staging area in the final fight between
the inhabitants of the island and the Cube Queen’s forces.

